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Research Pillars

Circular economy Conventional powerWind

NuclearElectrical energy storage

The Energy Institute carries out energy 
research across a wide spectrum of fields, 
including renewable, nuclear
And conventional energy generation, energy 
storage, energy use and carbon capture, 
utilisation and energy technology. Our
Multi- and interdisciplinary research teams 
work with industry and government on 
sustainable solutions.



Framework

• Global challenges and goals

• Strategy and policy (e.g. UK)

• Physical resources

• Digital resources

• Autonomous resources

Sustainability
Materials, Energy, Food, Water, Transport

Smart/Intelligent and Future 
Technology

AI, Blockchain, Robotic, New Manufacturing, 
New Recycling, New Energy, New Materials, 

5G+, AR/MR, Industry 4.0+, IoT+, Edge and Cloud

Hybrid Methodology
LCA, I-O, TEA, OR, ML, DL
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What really matters?
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Four Grand Challenges to put the UK at the forefront 
of the industries of the future:

UK Industrial Strategy

Source: UK Industrial Strategy



UK AI Sector Deal

Growing the 
UK’s AI & 

data-driven 
economy

Helping people develop the 
skills needed for the jobs of the 

future through investment in 
STEM skills and computer 

science teachers, as well as 
retraining and researching the 
impact of automation across 

sectors 

Making the UK a global centre for 
AI and data-driven innovation by 

investing in R&D, skills and 
regulatory innovation

Leading the world in the safe and 
ethical use of data through a new 

Centre for Data Ethics and 
Innovation, and strengthening the 

UK’s cybersecurity capability 

Supporting sectors to boost 
their productivity through 
artificial intelligence and 

data analytics technologies 

Source: UK AI Sector Deal



RAS 2020

Source: RAS UK Strategy

Five interwoven strategic strands: 

1. RAS COORDINATION
Aligning the instruments of investment in research, business and regulation so that UK 

efforts form a cohesive, coherent innovation pipeline, shaping a common and competitive 

approach in different sectors.

1. RAS ASSETS
Developing tangible and intangible assets from demonstration sites in farms, factories, oil 

and gas plants, nuclear facilities, roads, airports, homes and hospitals, to a flexible legal and 

regulatory environment, pervasive software skills and a willingness to try new ideas. These 

will make UK the RAS destination of choice for international research, innovation and market 

exploration.

1. RAS GRAND CHALLENGES
Focusing competitions on real scenarios in vertical markets that “stimulate collaboration, 

identify the possibilities, and excite the public”. Using the RAS Assets as staging grounds for a 

series of Grand Challenges will widen engagement and establish regulation ahead of the 

market.

1. RAS CLUSTERS
Investing in locations to stimulate cross fertilisation and linkage between elements of the 

RAS supply chain. These clusters will bring together industry, academia, finance and 

innovators into ecosystems creating a gearing effect for success and establishing an 

innovation pipeline.

1. RAS SKILLS
Developing the skills base and explaining the benefits of RAS technology is an inherent and 

essential part of achieving success. 

Implementation of this strategy requires a breadth of engagement between industry, 

academia, government and the investment community to capture the vision, enthusiasm 

and proposals that are essential to create a RAS industry in the UK.



Made Smarter

Source: Made Smarter, Review 2017
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Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews
• Perovskite Solar Cells: 

An Integrated Hybrid 
Lifecycle Assessment 
and Review in 
Comparison with other 
Photovoltaic 
Technologies (2015)

• A comparison of 
environmental and 
energetic performance 
of European countries: A 
sustainability index 
(2016)

• WEEE and e waste 
recycling worth 3.7 
billions euro (2015)

Materials % Revenues

Gold 50.4

Copper 13.9

Palladium 9.5

Plastics 9.2

Silver 3.6

Aluminium 2.5

Tin 2.0

Barium 1.8

Platinum 1.7

Cobalt 1.6



Circular economy and electronic waste recycling
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https://epsrc.ukri.org/newsevents/multimedia/plastics-redefining-single-use/

The University of Sheffield’s 'Plastics - Redefining Single Use' project, looks 
at single-use plastics in food and fast-moving consumer goods packaging, as 
well as their plastic ingredients and medical products.
Four cross-disciplinary teams will address the circular plastic economy 
from a technological perspective to understand how societal behaviour 
adapts to increased environmental understanding, regulatory nudges, 
intervention, and new product development.

The project is funded via the £20 million Plastics Research and Innovation 
Fund, managed by UK Research and Innovation, the Fund is engaging 
Britain's best scientists and innovators to help move the country towards 
more circular economic and sustainable approaches to plastics.

EPSRC: Redefining Single Use Plastic
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€4 million research project to train a new cohort of thought leaders to 

drive the transition towards a more sustainable mode of production 

and consumption in Europe over the coming decades. This is part of the 

AREC Waste recycling and Circular Economy research theme. 

ReTraCE: Realising the Transition towards 

the Circular Economy

Realising the Transition to the Circular Economy (ReTraCE) is a 
research project funded by Horizon 2020 EU’s Marie Skłodowska-
Curie Innovative Training Networks and will support the 
implementation of the European Commission’s Circular Economy 
strategy. 

The University of Sheffield (UK), The University of Kassel (Germany), 
Parthenope University of Naples (Italy), Olympia Electronics S.A 
(Greece), Tata Steel (UK), University of Kent (UK), ABIS - Academy of 
Business in Society (Belgium), Dalarna University (Sweden), Rotterdam 
School of Management, Erasmus University (Netherlands), and SEERC -
The South-East European Research Centre (Greece).
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SCEnAT 4.0

SCEnAT AI

SCEnAT 
Blockchain

SCEnAT GIS

www.scenat.com



Example SCEnAT Suites



Example SCEnAt Suites Digital Dashboard



SCEnAT 4.0 is the most advanced edition of the SCEnAT Cloud based suites. It is
designed to serve the Industry 4.0 era by converging the digital, AI and Azure Cloud
capabilities of Microsoft with the research of The University of Sheffield Advanced
Resource Efficiency Centre on sustainable resources to predict and understand future
resources impact on economic, environment and social on the planet and society.

Open Databases:

SCEnAT 4.0



SCEnATAR Lifecycle City Game

www.scenat.comAdvanced Resource Efficiency Centre



Autonomous



Mechanical

•The mechanical 
weaving loom

•Water power

•Steam power

Industry 
1.0

Electrical

•First production line

•Mass production 
using electrical 
energy

Industry 
2.0

Internet

•Nuclear energy

•Programmable logic 
controller (PLC) 

•Use of electronics 
and IT for further 
automation

Industry 
3.0

Digital

•Digitization/Integra
tion of value chains

•Digitization of 
product and 
service offerings

•Digital business 
models and 
customer access

Industry 
4.0

1760-1840 1830s-1915 1969-2010s Today

4th Industrial Revolution
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What will be important?



©

Ledger of Things
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©

Potential security benefits and challenges 
of blockchain technology
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Smart transport future and its multi-modality



The University of Sheffie

Personal Transport Data Sharing using Blockchain
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EV charging and civil aviation services using Blockchain
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Technology and Human Needs

• Robotics innovation from a basic 6 degree of freedom robot that is normally deployed in a factory  
to a flexible, autonomous, reconfigurable robot that can be deployed for multiple functions.

• Nano technology and miniaturisation have started to make robot for daily use.

• This opens up a whole new way of how human and robot should interact.

• Though the above have started to emerge in advanced R&I laboratories, and to some extent in  
small scale commercial, special purpose and service deployment, it is still far from widely  
accepted as a standard for human living.

• In difficult circumstances, such as those in humanitarian environment, UAVs are not simply a  
luxury gadget, but a survival tool.

• In commercial circumstances, such as those in business delivery, UAVs are not simply a luxury  
gadget, but a potential efficient tool that may help advance customer personalisation delivery or  
to meet key customer requirement that need high value services.



Framework

• Global challenges and goals

• Strategy and policy (e.g. UK)

• Physical resources

• Digital resources

• Autonomous resources

• Resource sustainability

• Machine economy

Sustainability
Materials, Energy, Food, Water, Transport

Smart/Intelligent and Future Technology
AI, Blockchain, Robotic, New Manufacturing, New 

Recycling, New Energy, New Materials, 5G+, AR/MR, 
Industry 4.0+, IoT+, Edge and Cloud

Hybrid Methodology
LCA, I-O, TEA, OR, ML, DL
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Physical resources Digital resources Autonomous resources

Resource sustainability 
Machine economy



Play AREC film.



Blockchain in Transport and Logistics
Special Issue
International Journal of Production Research
Prof. Lenny Koh, The University of Sheffield, UK
Prof. Alexandre Dolgui, IMT Atlantique, France
Prof. Joe Sarkis, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, USA

The Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0): Technologies' Disruption on Operations and Supply Chain Management
Special Issue
International Journal of Operations and Production Management
Prof. Lenny Koh, The University of Sheffield, UK
Dr. Guido Orzes, Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy
Prof. Fu (Jeff) Jia, University of York, UK

Towards a circular economy production system: trends and challenges for operations management
Special Issue
International Journal of Production Research
Prof. Ernesto Santibanez Gonzalez, The University of Talca, Chile
Prof. Lenny Koh, The University of Sheffield, UK
Prof. Janny Leung, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, China



Thank you.


